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BELL HP7
Bell Racing is proud to announce the introduction of the new HP7,
a state-of-the-art and innovative helmet conceived for open cockpit
racing. The HP7 is the direct result of a never ending intense Research &
Development program by our international team of engineers and their
close collaboration with Formula One drivers and teams.
Meeting or exceeding Snell SA2010
Standard and FIA8860-2010 Advanced
Helmet Standard, the HP7 benefits from
the latest technological evolutions and
innovations in the fields of aerospace and
military grade composite materials and
energy absorbing materials.

The HP7
benefits from
the latest
technological
evolutions

At Bell Racing, function always comes
first. Styling is considered as an important
second step, but can never be detrimental
to efficiency. The result is a sleek,
lightweight and efficient HP7 helmet, setting up new standards in the
small and coveted world of open cockpit racing.
HP7 is available in two different versions, with or without chin bar
duckbill (front spoiler).
Recommended Retail Price: euro 2450.00 + Tax

Duckbill version
SNELL SA 2010 homologated

R. Grosjean

FIA - 8860 approved

E. Gutierrez

P. Maldonado

K. Raikkonen

D. Ricciardo

J.E. Vergne

2013 FORMULA 1 DRIVERS WEARING BELL HP7
Version without duckbill
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SE07 VISOR

Super high strength carbon composite shell, made in Bell Racing’s high pressure
proprietary molding system, allowing pressures up to twice as high as in conventional
autoclaves, combined with titanium hardware.

Shell & shield design have been optimized by moving the shield pivot points to a
lower position, conferring cleaner sides, benefiting to aerodynamic behavior, energy
absorbing capacities and acoustic comfort.

Optical grade injected Double Screen Anti Fog shield, with variable thickness
exceeding 5mm in the field of vision, setting up new standards in vision quality and
fog control.

Improved shield sealing thanks to a new specific hollow synthetic rubber gasket,
ensuring that no air and mainly no water in wet conditions can penetrate into the
helmet through the eyeport.

New ergonomic interior, using multiple densities comfort foams and padding to
ensure best possible fit to a variety of head shapes.

Chin guard removable face piece, available in various thicknesses to accommodate
all kind of cheeks and jaw shapes, with integrated channels offering multiple
possibilities to install the optional integrated drinking tube system and all kinds of
radio microphone systems.

Optimized ventilation thanks to a total of no less than 14 air intake and extraction
channels strategically located around the shell, ensuring perfect ventilation all around
the head and the face.

HP7 is available in two different versions, with or without chin bar duckbill (front
spoiler).

SE07 VISOR
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REGULAR

Clear (60270100) - Smoked (60270200) - Dark (60270300) - Yellow (60270400)

euro 80,00 + Tax

MIRROR

Silver (60271000) - Gold (60271100) - Blue (60271200) - Pink-Red (60271300) - Irridium (60271400)

euro 110,00 + Tax

MULTILAYER

ML Red (60272000) - ML Blue (60272100) - ML Green (60272200)

euro 125,00 + Tax
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AERODYNAMIC DEVICES

4.
2.

ACCESSORIES

3.

1.

Various aerodynamic appendixes, such as air intakes, air
extractors, spoilers and chin bar gurneys are available to ensure
perfect cooling and perfect helmet stability at high speed in the
most challenging open cockpit car environments.

CLEAR SPOILER
Spoiler HP7 Clear (1): optimizes airflow and stability of the
helmet (63720020).
Recommended retail price: euro 65,00 + Tax

AIR INTAKE 2 PARTS
Air intakes (2): optimize ventilation inside the helmet. They come
as standard equipment on the HP7 and are also available as a
separate accessory (63750020).
Recommended retail price: euro 25,00 + Tax

SIDE AIR INTAKES
Air intakes (3): optimize inner ventilation on the side of the head.
Available as a separate accessory (63751010).
Recommended retail price: euro 25,00 + Tax

SIDE AIR EXTRACTORS
Side Air Extractors (4): provide an effective way to extract hot
air from inside the helmet, particularly useful in rainy conditions
(63751020).
Recommended retail price: euro 25,00 + Tax

5.

CHIN BAR GURNEY
Clear Chin Bar Gurneys (5): stabilize the helmet by adding
downforce to the front of the helmet, reducing the lift effect
and counteracting drag. Available in 8mm width (Medium)
(63760020) and 13mm (Large) (63760025).
Recommended retail price: euro 25,00 + Tax

TEAR-OFFS
HQ 0,25mm (Pack of 10) (63030000).
Recommended retail price: euro 20,00 + Tax
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